
 Urgent Call to Conservation Biologists on US Jaguar Policy   
December 8, 2009 
The US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) is now deciding on whether to overturn a 
previous decision and develop a recovery plan and designate critical habitat for the jaguar 
in the United States. It must meet a court imposed decision deadline of January 8, 2010.  
Based on my phone conversation (12-7-09) with Gary Frazer, Assistant Director for 
Endangered Species, he and other USFWS officials will soon decide if a recovery 
program for the jaguar could provide “meaningful conservation benefits.”  
The USFWS has previously developed recovery programs for endangered species with 
ranges largely beyond U.S. borders, including the Mexican wolf, Sonoran pronghorn, 
ocelot, masked bobwhite, Aplomado falcon, sea turtles, and other species.   
According to Mr. Frazer, a key question for USFWS in making this policy decision is 
whether the jaguar has any significant potential for reproducing in the U.S., or whether a 
recovery program would merely protect habitat for occasional dispersing individuals 
from Mexico.  
I urge you to immediately contact Gary Frazer to express your view.  Gary can be 
reached by email: Gary_Frazer@fws.gov or by fax: (202)208-5618.
Habitat in the U.S. Southwest can support breeding jaguars. The region has a solid prey 
base (e.g., deer and collared peccary), adequately dispersed water sources, ample 
topographic and vegetation cover, large blocks of wild land habitat, and landscape-level 
habitat connectivity. What has been missing in recent decades are breeding females 
which, under a well-planned recovery program, could be established through natural 
dispersal from nearby Sonora, Mexico and/or reintroduction. 
Females, some with young, as well as male jaguars have been recorded in the Southwest 
in historic times, despite the impact of intense predator elimination campaigns and 
overexploitation of large game animals constituting jaguar prey. A study confirmed 
recent jaguar presence in the U.S., including a resident male (J. Mammalogy 89:1-10, 
2008).  
My view is that all US endangered species should have recovery programs, as intended 
under the US Endangered Species Act. Judgments regarding “meaningful conservation 
benefits” can too easily shift for political reasons. For example, in 1990 the USFWS 
made a decision to complete a recovery plan for the Aplomado falcon while knowing that 
reintroduction would be needed and that questions remained about the suitability of its 
habitat in the U.S. That same year, however, the agency issued a document for U.S. 
spotted cats indicating that a recovery plan for the jaguar would be in order only if 
species presence were confirmed (it has since been).  
A USFWS policy that continues to deny a recovery program for the jaguar and applies a 
“significant conservation benefits” standard against it would, I fear, jeopardize ongoing 
and future recovery programs for other U.S. endangered species that likewise occur 
largely beyond U.S. borders.   
The U.S. Southwest has a well-managed prey base, poaching of the jaguar can be 
controlled (unlike in most areas elsewhere across jaguar range), and its wild lands can 
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serve as a refuge especially in the event of climate change and other impacts that collapse 
jaguar populations to the south. A recovery program with critical habitat protection 
would also be a huge plus for habitat connectivity conservation in a region where energy 
development, urbanization, land development, and physical barriers and other 
impediments to wildlife movement across the U.S-Mexico border are increasing. 
Please consider the attached letter of the American Society of Mammalogists (2008) 
which also urges a U.S. jaguar recovery program. 
Kindly contact me if you would like to discuss this matter or have questions related to 
this appeal. 
Warm regards, 
Tony Povilitis, PhD 
tpovilitis@lifenetnature.org 
Cell: (406) 600-4803 
http://jaguarhabitatusa.wordpress.com
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